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Session 
Overview 
(Module 7001)

Leaders can articulate the vision of the Inclusion Crowd, the work they are undertaking, and how 
they personally contribute towards this

Leaders can access the Inclusion Academy and are confident about following their content library 
(e-learning modules)

Leaders can articulate the meaning of a Certification Mark, and the standards required to 
maintain the mark

As a group we have created a psychological safe space, to learn and explore the topic(s) within 
Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (DEI)

Leaders can articulate the meanings of key definitions, Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, Equality, 
Race, Ethnicity & Nationality

Leaders have an introduction to the Equality Act 2010 (UK) and (US), as well as title VIII of the 
Civil Rights Act 1964 & EU Charter of Fundamental Rights

Leaders can articulate the meaning of key academic models (Self-Determination Theory, PERMA 
(Optimal Human Functioning), The Negativity Bias) and the 6-stage DEI Strategy Approach

Leaders understand what self-directed learning is required in preparation for the next session 
(7002)

Capture expectations of Leaders & what they want to achieve from the session & programme







Introductions



Think Tank
www.inclusion.earth



Research tells us…

If we don’t speak 
within 5-7 minutes of 
a meeting…

we are unlikely to 
speak at all

What is your proudest 
accomplishment?

If you could write a 
book, what would it be 

about?

What is the happiest 
moment in your life? 

What is the scariest 
thing you’ve ever done 

for fun?

What is the best gift 
you’ve ever 

given/received?

What is your dream 
job?

What is something you 
were known for in 

college/high school?

What’s the best piece 
of advice you’ve ever 

been given?

Where is one place 
you’d love to travel to?

What does your ideal 
day look like? 



The Inclusion 
Academy



Ways to access 
the Inclusion 
Academy

1). Via Inclusion Crowd Website – www.inclusioncrowd.com

2). Directly using – www.inclusion.training



Live Demo



What is a 
Certification 
Mark?

� Certification marks

� A certification mark is a specific type of trade mark. They provide a 
guarantee that the goods or services bearing the mark meet a 
certain defined standard or possess a particular characteristic.

� The owner of the mark will define those standards or 
characteristics.

� Such marks are usually registered in the name of trade 
associations, government departments, technical institutes or 
similar bodies.





Licence to 
Recruit
Certification Mark

Certified Characteristics Statement:

The characteristics to be certified are that the user has met the requirements of the
training programme in respect of the 6 course standards (below) and has achieved a
minimum overall pass mark of 80%

� 1) Understand the importance of Inclusion and Diversity within the recruitment
cycle

� 2) Understand how a lack of Inclusion and Diversity can negatively impact society,
individuals and organisations

� 3) Understand unconscious and implicit bias, and the impact this has on
recruitment decisions and practices

� 4) Understand a range of practical techniques and approaches to improve Inclusion
and Diversity performance within the recruitment cycle

� 5) Understand how to work collaboratively with hiring-managers (client or internal)
on joint Inclusion and Diversity initiatives

� 6) Understand how to manage client expectations or pressure, in order to further 
Inclusive and Diverse representation within the recruitment cycle



How to achieve 
the Licence to 
Recruit 
Certification 
Mark

� Completion of a training course comprising of 10 core-modules
(classroom or virtual delivery)

� Production of a written essay, based on the practical application of
theory (uploaded via an online portal)

� Successful achievement, online examination (50 randomised
questions selected from the 10 core-modules)

� Annual refresher training to maintain current best practice 
standards







Equality vs 
Equity

Why we focus on 
Equity!



Backgrounds & 
Characteristics

+ Mental Health & 
Wellbeing 



Race, Ethnicity & Nationality



The Law – High-level Introductions

The Equality Act 2010
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/contents

The Civil Rights Act 1964
(Title VIII)

https://www.archives.gov/milestone-documents/civil-rights-act

The Equality Act (Pending Senate)

The Charter of Fundamental 
Rights of the EU
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-

content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:12012P/TXT



Access the Act Directly (It's interactive)

Equality & Human Rights Commission
Excellent resources & help to interpret the act the Act



What do we know about 
human beings?

They need to feel 3 things:
(Self –Determination Theory)

• (1). Autonomous
• (2). Connected
• (3). Competent



Positive
Psychology?

Why...



What do you 
think we mean 
by wellbeing?

Optimal Human 
Functioning Group Exercise

Split into groups - Group 1 focus on P,E & R
Group 2 focus on M & A

Using the exercise questions as a guide, relate PERMA to the business today and come up with 
activities you would like to see to strengthen PERMA

- Lets discuss how you think this relates to Inclusion & your opinion on how well we think your 
organisation facilitates each element



Explicit bias: bias that is expressed and can be seen

Implicit bias: attitudes or stereotypes that can influence our 
beliefs, actions and decisions, even though we’re not 
consciously aware of them and don’t express those beliefs 
verbally to ourselves or others

The negativity bias: Also known as the negativity effect, is 
the notion that, even when of equal intensity, things of a 
more negative nature have a greater effect on one's 
psychological state and processes than neutral or positive 
things

Types of 
biases



What are the 
impacts of 
the Negativity 
Bias?

1. What is bias?

2. What is the Negativity Bias?

3. How does this relate to Diversity, Equity, Inclusion?

4. How does this relate to your work / your organisation?



Where do we shine a 
light?

The Negativity Bias

means we naturally focus first 
on ‘weakness’



How do you 
show up at 
work?

�Who and how are you and those around 
you, impacted by the choices you make?

�How does this shape the culture at work?

�Emotional Contagion

�Toxic Positivity
� Talk about how this currently manifests at work



Engaging Communications



� Complete the 7001 – Essay Questions [5 questions, 1000 words]

� Complete first 3 sections in your on-line content library

� Complete the 7001 – Feedback Survey
Next Steps



� What are your personal motivations regarding Diversity, Equity & 
Inclusion? Why does this topic matter to you, the organisation you 
work for, and the society you live in?

� In your own words describe the Licence to Recruit Certification 
Mark?

� Based on you personally, describe your race, ethnicity and 
nationality. Then go on to explain the differences between each 
characteristic

� Explain the 6-Stage DEI Strategy and the rationale behind the 
order of each stage.

� Explain how you and those around you are impacted by the 
choices we make and environment we create?

See separate guidance word document, with references and supporting materials

7001 Essay 
Questions



Complete the first 3 sections in your content library



SUMMARY:
Session 
Overview 
(Module 7001)

Leaders can articulate the vision of the Inclusion Crowd, the work they are undertaking, and how 
they personally contribute towards this

Leaders can access the Inclusion Academy and are confident about following their content library 
(e-learning modules)

Leaders can articulate the meaning of a Certification Mark, and the standards required to 
maintain the mark

As a group we have created a psychological safe space, to learn and explore the topic(s) within 
Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (DEI)

Leaders can articulate the meanings of key definitions, Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, Equality, 
Race, Ethnicity & Nationality

Leaders have an introduction to the Equality Act 2010 (UK) and (US), as well as title VIII of the 
Civil Rights Act 1964 & EU Charter of Fundamental Rights

Leaders can articulate the meaning of key academic models (Self-Determination Theory, PERMA 
(Optimal Human Functioning), The Negativity Bias) and the 6-stage DEI Strategy Approach

Leaders understand what self-directed learning is required in preparation for the next session 
(7002)

Capture expectations of Leaders & what they want to achieve from the session & programme





Additional 
Teaching 
Materials







Question 1: 
Who are we at 
our best?



Why awareness is key?

How could the negativity bias be impacting...

- Current staff's appetite for change / trust / authenticity

- How might we have to compensate / adjustments 
/ support, to create a powerful DEI Strategy?



How do we 
make 
ourselves 
aware?

Interrupting habits and challenging our daily norms, takes 
awareness, effort and & practice

How do we do this when we are busy / stressed / under 
pressure?



“Between stimulus and 
response there is a space. In that 
space is our power to choose our 
response. In our response lies 
our growth and our freedom.”

-Viktor Frankl



Which produces 
the better return?

Rectifying 
weaknesses 

(or)

Enhancing 
strengths?

How do we 
excel as 
leaders?

Rectifying 
weaknesses?

Enhancing 
strengths?



By knowing our 
strengths, we can create 
powerfully positive habits

‘Neurons that fire together, wire together’



What happens 
when we 
harness our 
strengths?

� People who use strengths daily [6 x more likely to be engaged at 
work]

� Improved relationships

� Stronger identity and self- esteem

� More autonomy & greater progress towards goals

� Enhanced wellbeing

� Boosted resilience

� Greater ability to tackle/ overcome perceived weaknesses (which 
strength is missing here?)



What are the 
24 Universal Character 
Strengths?





Strengths 
shower



� Which strength does you partner have?

� What difference does this strength make to the team?

� How will this strength help create and implement a 
successful DEI strategy?



Over to You!

� How does it feel to have your strengths acknowledged by others?

� Do you find it easy / difficult to recognise your own strengths vs 
weaknesses?

� How can you consciously recognise and celebrate the strengths of 
colleagues? What could we do more of in SRI?

� Which of your strengths support a positive emotional climate? (Emotional 
Contagion)



Why using 
strengths is 
like baking a 
cake?

Strengths can be 
‘overcooked’ and 

lead to ‘weakness’/ 
frustration

Strengths can be 
‘undercooked’ -

underperformance



What ‘Ah-Ha’ moments have you had today?
What will you think, feel or do differently as a result of today?





Quickly – let's do stuff now!

How will I embed DEI in my leaders & managers objectives?

Shall we introduce quotas, targets & objectives? What are these?

What are we going to measure, over how long?

How do we leverage best practice, learn from those who are already active 
and make space for those who are learning?

How do we set up leaders & Kao up for success?



What will your
legacy be?

- Environment
- Social Justice
- Mental Health 1946–1964

Baby Boomers (1946-1964) -
57-67

1965–1979

Generation 'X' (1965-1979) -
42-56

1980–1995

Millennials (1980 – 1995) - 26-
41

1996–2010

Generation 'Z' (1996-2010) -
11-27


